Annotation interfaces for parallel corpora which fit in well with other tools can be very useful. We describe a set of annotation interfaces which fulfill this criterion. This set includes a sentence alignment interface, two different word or word group alignment interfaces and an initial version of a parallel syntactic annotation alignment interface. These tools can be used for manual alignment, or they can be used to correct automatic alignments. Manual alignment can be performed in combination with certain kinds of linguistic annotation. Most of these interfaces use a representation called the Shakti Standard Format that has been found to be very robust and has been used for large and successful projects. It ties together the different interfaces, so that the data created by them is portable across all tools which support this representation. The existence of a query language for data stored in this representation makes it possible to build tools that allow easy search and modification of annotated parallel data.
Introduction
Machine translation, at least for certain language pairs, has reached a point where it is now being practically used by professional translators as well as users. Many, perhaps a majority of these machine translation systems are based on the statistical approach (Koehn et al., 2007) . The general architecture of these machine translation systems is easily portable to other language pairs than those for which they were made. However, the one major drawback of these systems is that they need a large quantity of aligned parallel text. While the rule-based approach (Corbí-Bellot et al., 2005) may provide a feasible solution in many cases where such corpora are lacking, the other alternative, i.e., creating the needed parallel corpora for language pairs that lack them can still be an effective solution under certain conditions such as the availability of sufficient quantity of parallel text in electronic form. Still, even when such
The Workflow
The above are the reasons why we need annotation interfaces for parallel corpora. We need a set of interfaces that enable the complete workflow from sentence alignment to word alignment to syntactic (or even semantic) alignment. There are not many such interfaces available, at least in the open source domain. One that is available is called Uplug 1 (Tiedemann, 2003) . It allows sentence alignment, word alignment and with some extensions such as in UplugConnector 2 , even treebank alignment. In the following paragraphs we describe a set of interfaces that aim to implement the complete process of parallel corpora alignment up to the syntactic (treebank) level. All these interfaces are part of the same suite of tools and APIs called Sanchay 3 . The workflow starts with some parallel text that is not sentence aligned, but is tokenized into sentences and words. An automatic sentence alignment tool can optionally be run on this parallel text. The text is then fed into the sentence alignment interface, where a user manually corrects the alignments marked by the sentence alignment tool. Alternatively, the user can directly mark the alignments completely manually. The output of the sentence alignment interface can then be run through an automatic word alignment tool, and then to the word alignment interface. A user then corrects the word alignments errors. The user can also start from scratch at the word alignment level and mark all the alignments manually. It is possible at this stage to create a shallow parsed aligned parallel corpus. Such a corpus will have chunks or word groups marked, (optionally) tagged and aligned.
The output of the word alignment interface can be run through an automatic syntactic analysis tool such as a parser. If the goal is ambitious, it may be possible to create parallel treebanks using the syntactic annotation interface available in the same suite. This interface is meant for creating syntactico-semantic resources such as treebanks.
Finally, there is a parallel syntactic annotation tool that will allow users to align the parallel treebanks at the deep syntactic level. Aligned parallel treebanks can allow a wealth of information to be extracted from them.
The Representation
For all the interfaces mentioned here except one, the data is stored in memory as well in files using a representation called the Shakti Standard Format or SSF (Bharati et al., 2014) . This representation is a robust way of storing data which is the result of linguistic analysis, particularly syntactico-semantic analysis.
An example sentence in SSF is show below: 
In this representation, sentences are the nodes of a tree at the document level and the constituents are the nodes at the sentence level. Each node has a possible lexical item, a tag (such as a part-of-speech or POS tag or a phrase tag) and a feature structure associated with it. SSF allows not only features of nodes to be stored, but also features across nodes, which represent relationships across words, chunks, phrases, nodes of a dependency tree or even sentences and documents. We have used an attribute called 'alignedTo' for storing the alignments, whether of words, chunks, wordgroups, phrases or of sentences or documents. This attribute takes a string value and multiple alignments can be given by using semi-colon as the separator. Figures 1 and 2 show the same sentence analyzed according to phrase structure grammar and dependency grammar, respectively. SSF can encode both of them in the same place. For example, the underlying tree can be a phrase structure tree and the dependency tree can be encoded over the phrase structure tree using an attribute like 'drel' (dependency relation) and 'name' (a unique identifier for the node). The value of the 'drel' attribute is in two parts, separated by a colon, e.g. 'k1:children'. The first part is the dependency relation and the second part is the unique name. We have opted for SSF because it allows us to preserve many different kinds of linguistic information about the text being aligned. The alignment information is added as an extra layer in the form of the 'alignedTo' attribute. Moreover, since we are storing alignments on both sides, the interfaces have to ensure that the values of the 'alignedTo' attribute are kept synchronized on the two sides. This makes it possible to get the alignments from either side to the other side. SSF allows us to keep all the information in one place and to have the data in a readable form so that even without a visualizer it can still be made sense of by a human user.
Sentence Alignment Interface
The sentence alignment interface ( Figure 3 ) takes as input the text which has been tokenized into sentences. It shows one sentence per row in each table: one table on the source side and one on the target side. It includes an implementation of a sentence alignment algorithm which is based on sentence lengths. Such algorithms are based on the intuition that the lengths of translations are likely to be roughly proportional to lengths of sentences in the source language. The length can be calculated in terms of words (Brown et al., 1991) or in terms of characters (Gale and Church, 1991) . The latter has been shown to work better, perhaps because more data is available. In our implementation, we use both of them as features with weights. The alignment algorithm is a dynamic programming based algorithm. This implementation is available as the default, but with some minimal effort it is possible to plug-in any other available implementation of some sentence alignment algorithm, such as that in (Moore, 2002) , which has been shown to be quite robust . The user can mark manual alignments or correct automatic alignments by the simple mechanism of drag-and-drop. Deleting an alignment also uses this mechanism: If an alignment already exists, drag-and-drop deletes it. Multiple alignments to the same sentence are allowed on either sides. The interface tries to keep the sentences displayed according to the alignments, i.e., the display changes based on the alignments. This ensures that the user does not have to drag-and-drop too far because the potential alignment is as close to the source language sentence as possible.
The interface design is based on the assumption that sometimes the input to the interface can come from a machine translation system. In such a case, it is possible to extend the interface to allow the annotation of quality estimation measurement as well as to allow it to be used as a post-editing tool. Some work has already been done in this direction. Completing it is one of the future directions of this work.
The first step in using all the interfaces is to start Sanchay (see http://sanchay. co.in). Then the respective interfaces can be opened either by clicking on the buttons in the toolbox or from the 'File' menu. The toolbox buttons have two letter symbols for each interface. For example, the symbol for the word alignment interface is 'WI'. These could perhaps better be replaced by suitable icons. Hovering the cursor on the symbols displays their full name. Clicking on 'WI' will open the word alignment in-terface. The symbol for the sentence alignment interface is 'SI', for the parallel corpus markup interface it is 'PA', for the syntactic annotation interface it is 'SA' and for the parallel syntactic annotation alignment interface it is 'PS'.
To start the alignment process, the user has to first browse to the source and the target files, where the target file should be the translation of the source file. Then clicking on the button 'Load' opens these files and displays them in the interface. The 'Auto Align' button is for running the automatic sentence aligner on the opened files, so that the work is reduced and only automatic alignment errors need to be corrected. Now the user can start marking the alignments by drag-and-drop.
The output is in the form of two files: source and target. Both files have sentences in the Shakti Standard Format. Each aligned sentence has an attribute 'alignedTo', whose value points to the unique id of the aligned sentence in the other file:
Word Alignment Interface
Since the data representation (SSF) is common, the word alignment interface (Figure 4) can directly take in the output of the sentence alignment interface. This interface is actually more than a word alignment interface. It allows words to be grouped together on both sides, to be tagged, and then allows these groups to be aligned. Just like in the sentence alignment interface, a drag-and-drop over an existing alignment deletes that alignment. There is an implementation of a word alignment algorithm based on the first three IBM models (Brown et al., 1993) , but that is not yet connected to the interface (another possible future direction for this work). However, the interface can read the output of the most popular word alignment tool, namely GIZA++ 4 . Therefore, it is possible to use this interface to correct the output of GIZA++. It can also save data in the same (GIZA++) format for those who are not comfortable with SSF or because the user wants to further process the corrected alignments in this format. This connectivity with GIZA++ makes the tool more useful.
While the sentence alignment interface uses the 'alignedTo' attribute at the sentence level, this interface uses the same attribute at the word or the chunk level to mark the alignments in the data representation. The user can start the alignment process in two ways. One is by loading the source and target files (whether containing automatic alignments or not) and start working on them, either from scratch or by correcting errors. The other is to load the output of GIZA++ (in '*.A3.*' format) into the interface and correct the errors in automatic alignment. Since the interface allows grouping and tagging also, the source and target tag files may also need to be loaded.
The output from the interface is again in the form of two files, one source and one target, and both files have sentences in the Shakti Standard Format. Each aligned node has an attribute 'alignedTo', whose value points to the unique name of the aligned node in the corresponding sentence in the other file:
<Sentence id='1' alignedTo='1'> ... 8 ancient <fs name='ancient' alignedTo='prAcIna'> 9 flute <fs name='flute' alignedTo='vInA'> ...
Parallel Markup Interface
Unlike the other interfaces in the suite, this one ( Figure 5) does not use SSF. Instead, it uses a sentence level stand-off based representation. As a result, the alignments are stored in a file separate from the source and target data files. Otherwise, this interface has almost the same functionality as the the word alignment interface. It allows words to be grouped together. It allows them (or the groups) to be assigned some tags. And it allows their alignments to be marked. It does differ, however, in the way these alignments are marked. Instead of drag-and-drop, it requires the user to select the contiguous text to be grouped as a unit and then to select a tag from a drop-down list. A table below allows the alignments to be marked. The selected units appear in this table. To make the process easier, the cells on the target side only list (as a drop-down list) the possible alignments, out of which the user has to select one. This interface has been used for creating a parallel corpus of tense, aspect and modality (TAM) markers (how they are translated) and also for marking translations of nominal compounds.
A tool associated with this interface makes it possible to gather some statistics. This tool can be used to find out, for example, what are the possible translations of a word group and how many times do they occur in the corpus. The statistics are about the source side, the target side and about the alignments (or translations). Such statistics were used for extracting features for training a CRF based model for automatically finding the translations of TAM markers .
This interface runs by default in what we call the task mode. In this mode, the user does not browse to input files directly. Instead, the user can create task groups and task lists within each group. Out of these, one task can be selected by the user to work on when the interface is started. The task configuration files are stored in the 'workspace' directory of Sanchay. The file listing the task groups is stored in 'workspace/parallel-corpus-markup' directory and is named 'task-groups.txt'. Within this are listed the files which, in turn, list the specific tasks. The description of each task includes the source and the target text files which are to be aligned as well as the lists of tags on the two sides. These tags are used to tag the aligned units. The input text files are plaintext files with one sentence per line and they are assumed to be sentence aligned with one-to-one mapping. These files are not changed during the annotation process. The output is in the form of three extra files. Two of them (the '.marked' files) contain the sentence level offsets and the tag indices of the units (words or word groups) that are marked for alignment. The third (the '.mapping' file) contains the actual alignments.
Syntactic Annotation Interface
It is not possible to describe all the features of this interface here as it is the interface with the most functionality in Sanchay. We briefly describe it here. We plan to prepare detailed manuals for this and other interfaces and post them on the Sanchay website. This interface is meant for marking up the complete syntactico-semantic analysis of sentences. It can be used for annotating a sentence according to a phrase structure framework or a dependency structure framework. This includes information about the morphological analysis, POS tags, chunks, phrases, dependency relations and even certain kinds of semantic features. (There is also a separate but untested ProbBank annotation interface in the suite).
It is an easy to use interface that has evolved over the years based on the feedback of annotators and other kinds of users. The underlying representation is SSF. There is an API available for data in SSF and there are also various tools in the API to work on such data. There is a query language implementation in the API that allows easy search and modification of annotated data (Singh, 2012) . Figure 6 shows an example sentence in this interface, analyzed up to the dependency structure level. Dependency markup in this interface can be performed in a pop-up window by using the drag-and-drop mechanism, although there is a longer and more tedious method available too. The wealth of functionality in this interface makes it natural for us to use it for creating a parallel syntactic annotation interface.
Work In Progress: Parallel Syntactic Annotation Alignment Interface
This is an interface (Figure 7 ) that is still under construction. Only an initial prototype is ready. It uses the syntactic annotation interface on the source as well as the target side. The 'alignedTo' attribute here is used first at the document level and defines the scope of the alignments marked at the sentence and lower levels, and then at the setence and node levels. The input to this interface can be the output of either the sentence alignment interface or the word alignment interface. The initial version of the interface simply has two panels, each containing the syntactic annotation interface, one for the source side and one for the target side. Alignments are marked again by simple drag-and-drop across the two panels. It can potentially be used to create parallel aligned treebanks such as the GALE Arabic-English Parallel Aligned Treebank 5 . The completion of this interface is the major future direction of this work. It will require resolving many issues that make it difficult to create such an interface. For example, how do we align dependency structures in this interface? Since the underlying representation is SSF, which has shallow parsed sentences at the core and has dependency relations marked by using attributes such as 'drel' (dependency relation), it is not directly possible to mark alignment of dependency nodes in the data representation (although it can be done in a visualizer). As the annotation of dependency relations is marked at the feature or attribute level, we essentially have to mark alignments also at the same level. This problem does not arise for phrase structure annotation, because such annotation is represented at the node level in SSF.
The above issue can be generalized to any information that is not directly represented at the node level. For example, alignments of parts of constituents even in the phrase structure framework poses the problem of not only representation, but also visualization in the interface. We do not yet have solutions for these issues. There may be other issues which we have not yet discovered and might find out once we try to complete the implementation of this interface.
The input to this interface is currently in the form of two files (source and target) in the Shakti Standard Format. The output is also stored in these same files. No additional files are created, but this may change as the interface develops.
Conclusion
Parallel aligned corpus can be a precious resource, especially if such corpus is annotated with linguistic analysis, as in a parallel aligned treebank. Even just sentence aligned parallel corpus is valuable enough to be the main resource needed for creating a statistical machine translation system. Therefore, user friendly annotation interfaces for creating parallel aligned corpora can be immensely useful. We described a set of annotation interfaces that ultimately aim to implement the entire process of the creation of parallel aligned treebanks, right from sentence alignment to word alignment to treebank alignment. This set of interfaces probably goes further than any other similar tool available in the open source domain. However, we find that, using our representation scheme (Shakti Standard Format or SSF), there are many issues which make it difficult to implement the entire treebank alignment process. One of them is that anything that is not represented directly at the node (document, sentence or word/chunk/constituent) level is difficult to mark up for alignment. Alignment of the dependency structure and non-node parts of phrase structure constituents are examples of this. The parallel markup interface, which uses the stand-off notation, does not have this problem, but it may be less user friendly.
Completing the implementation of the parallel syntactic annotation alignment interface is the main goal for the future. We also mentioned some other future directions such as completing the implementation of machine translation quality estimation measurement and post-editing functionality to the sentence alignment interface. To the word alignment interface, we can add the facility to tag alignment links as in the GALE Arabic-English Parallel Aligned Treebank. It can also be explored whether there is a better alternative to drag-and-drop.
